Perhaps one of the most burning and provocative questions of Christianity concerns the reconciliation of spirit and body. Despite the many changes Vatican II brought to Christian views of theology and morality we can still perceive a not-so-healthy duality between spirit and body, and a celebration of love which devalues the erotic as evil or demonic. The important topic of love, a focus since the beginnings of Christianity in doctrinal, spiritual and pastoral language and practice, remains a challenge to this day.
desires. The first letter of John in the New Testament states, "God is love." Another name for love given by the New Testament is agape. The equivalent in Latin is caritas. The love of God, then, in theological terms, is always agape and not eros. Eros is connected to lust and all non-ordained passions. Despite this interpretation, it is not unusual to see the word eros used to designate mystic fervor, with its ecstasies and raptures.2 The Cappadocian Father Gregory of Nyssa, during the IVth century, prefers eros to agape to describe mystical experiences, and defines eros as a more intense agape.3
For theologians like Anders Nygren , agape means unconditional love.4 Nygren analyses the connotations of the two Greek words for love. For him, eros is a needs-based and desire-based, egocentric and acquisitive love: in other words, we can love other humans and God with a love of eros in which we love them out of self-interest in order to acquire and possess them. It is drawn from Greek Platonic thought. Agape, by contrast, is spontaneous, unconditional, theocentric, self-giving, self-sacrificial: in other words, we can love others and God with a love of agape in which we reject all self-gain and interest and surrender ourselves to others and love them purely for themselves.
Nygren's book has a prominent place in the literature on the nature of love. It has implications for psychology (especially of the archetypal school) and philosophy, as well as theology. The distinction between the two types of love is far more than a distinction between the physical and the spiritual. Agape is a form of love that comes down from God to humanity, while eros moves up from humans toward the divine. Agape loves regardless of the value of the loved, in whom it creates value. Eros loves its objects only because they are worthy of love.
Nygren's argument is twofold. In the first place, he argues that agape is the only truly Christian kind of love, and that eros turns us away from God. Either we love others and God in the manner of eros, purely for ourselves, in which case we do not really love them at all; or we love them in the manner of agape, for themselves, with a true love, in which case we act against our own selfinterest and happiness.
love and also as the definition of God Himself/Herself, as says the 1st Letter of John 4:8: "God is love." The word used there is "agape." And agape has been always understood as love made of donation, graciousness, an entirely disinterested kind of love.
